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Abstract— Online Social Networks (OSNs) are the modern
communication media that are under threat by socialbots. The rise
of socialbots and their role has posed diverse challenges in the
contexts of political astroturfing, fake news, and spear phishing.
This article presents a concise and multifaceted study of socialbots.
It commences with a comparative analysis of social botnets with
conventional web botnets and further presents an experimental
analysis of socialbots’ impact on network infiltration. We also
categorize the threat landscape of socialbots into four dimensions
and present a detailed discussion of each threat-dimension and its
impact on different OSN stakeholders. The paper also presents
different categories of defense challenges against the socialbots to
understand the complications of the problem, which will help in
devising future mitigation strategies. Finally, we present a brief
overview of the current trends in the direction of socialbot
research and their role in the context of COVID-19 pandemic.
Index Terms— Socialbot infiltration, Socialbot detection,
Socialbot defense
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I. INTRODUCTION

NLINE Social Networks (OSNs) are the modern
communication media at the top of the Internet technology
that facilitate their users to get connected with friends and
celebrities, and to disseminate breaking news and updates on
the real-life incidents. Connections and interactions among
OSN users generate a massive amount of data containing a rich
set of knowledge that could be useful to various real-world data
modeling and predictive analytics problems like open-source
intelligence, business intelligence, event prediction, and
product recommendations. On the Web, adversaries explore
and target products and services for misuse and vulnerabilities,
and OSNs are no exception. The large user-base, easy to use
functionality, and open-nature further attract anti-social
elements to these OSNs. In OSNs, cybercrimes and illicit
activities are generally committed using various forms of fake
profiles, such as clone profiles1, sybil2, and bots. In OSNs, fake
profiles creation is easy, but their manual handling is neither
economically feasible nor scalable. Therefore, adversaries
automate fake profiles, which are known as socialbots and
given different nomenclature like political bots, spambots, click
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bots, and cyborgs depending on their end misuse. Socialbots are
sophisticated and advanced threat entities from adversaries.
They are program-controlled OSN profiles, which imitate
human behavior to camouflage the identity and project
themselves as human beings. Socialbots are programmed to
perform the required OSN functionalities. In the initial stage of
injection on an OSN, socialbots behave like normal users, and
this is called the reputation building process. Once the
reputation is built, socialbots abuse it to perform illicit activities
of their masters. Socialbots do not have any direct repercussions
like service disruption, but indirect consequences, such as
online protest orchestration [1], electoral campaign distortion
[2], terrorism funding and recruitment [3], and content pollution
[4] that are damaging. Therefore, characterization and detection
of socialbots and other threat entities are essential for the
healthy growth of OSN platforms. To design an effective
socialbots prevention and detection mechanism, analysis of
their ecosystem, operating characteristics, temporal evolution,
and infiltration impacts are of significant importance. Recently,
researchers have started analyzing the socialbots problem from
different perspectives, publishing a number of articles. Figure 1
presents the trend of year-wise research publications during
2011-2019. It includes all articles containing the word socialbot
or its variants3 either in title or in abstract. The growth rate of
papers over the year shows severity of the problem. Existing
literature reports massive misuse of socialbots in political
astroturfing, rumor diffusion, and spamming [2, 4]. A
comprehensive analysis and study of socialbots is important
from both service providers and users’ perspectives. In this
direction, Ferrara et al. [5] described both benign and malicious
socialbots, and discussed anecdotes of malicious socialbots in
political astroturfing, stock market manipulation, personal
information theft, and misinformation diffusion. They also
proposed a grouping of the existing socialbot detection
approaches into four categories.
In line to Ferrara et al. [5], we present a different taxonomy
of the existing socialbot detection approaches and group them
into five categories. In addition to categorization, we also
present a characterization of socialbots from different
perspectives. Socialbots operate like Web bots, an old
phenomenon since the Turing days of computers. Starting with
1
A fake profile created using the information of a real user to deceive other
users of the network.
2
A group of fake accounts controlled by a bot or human for malicious
purpose.
3
social bot, socialbots, social bots, socialbotnet, socialbotnets, social
botnet, and social botnets.

a technological and operational differences between the two
variants of bots, we present some analytical observations from
a socialbots injection experiment performed on Twitter to
perceive the potential of socialbots infiltration. Further, we
categorize the areas which are under threat from socialbots,
along with a brief description of each threat category. We also
discuss the enabling factors and challenges in defending the
malicious socialbots and group them into three categories –
platform-, user-, and detection-related challenges. Finally, we
discuss the trends of current socialbot research along with a
brief description of very recent studies analyzing the role of
socialbots on OSN sphere in the context of COVID-19
pandemic.

Fig. 1. Year-wise trend of research publications containing the term socialbot
and its variants (source: Google Scholar).

risk of higher-order sophisticated attacks from socialbots. A
study estimates that around 9 to 15% of Twitter profiles are bots
[6]. Table I presents a comparison between the Web- and OSNbased botnets based on various parameters.
TABLE I
A COMPARISON BETWEEN WEB AND SOCIAL BOTNETS
Parameter

Web botnet

Social botnet

Bot

Malware-infected computer

An automated OSN
profile emulating
human behavior

Botnet

Group of web bots controlled
by a botmaster

Group of socialbots
controlled by a
botmaster

Botmaster

A human-controlled software to
control a group of malwareinfected computers

A human-controlled
software to control a
group of socialbot
profiles

Command
& control
channel

Communication protocols, such
as TELNET, IRC, and P2P to
control and instruct web bots

Uses OSNs as
command and control
channel

Threat
dimensions

Network & host hijacking,
distributed denial-of-service
attack, spamming, and
information stealing.

Astroturfing and
propaganda diffusion,
fake news and rumor
spreading, spamming,
and trolling.

Threat
space

Public and private computer
networks

Online social networks

Attack
strategy

Software vulnerabilities and
social engineering

Social engineering

II. WEB BOT VS SOCIALBOT
Bots are not new, rather they exist since the development of
the Internet technology. Web-based bots are compromised
entities, which generally operate in groups. On the other hand,
due to huge user-base and open-nature OSNs provide a fertile
venue to adversaries, who create new and sophisticated threats
like socialbots. Socialbots are the OSN-specific Web bot that
are sophisticated and dangerous due to their deceiving nature.
The network of socialbots is generally controlled by a
botmaster, which is a human-controlled automation software to
command and control the activities of the socialbots in OSNs.
The command to be executed and any update in the execution
behavior of socialbots is controlled through the botmaster. In
other words, botmaster acts as a command and control hub to
check the overall behavior of the socialbot network or Webbased botnet. A network of bots is called botnet. Web-based
botnet exploits a combination of social engineering and
software and hardware vulnerabilities of the computer systems
to infect and make them zombies. The conventional or Webbased botnet, instructed and controlled by a botmaster, keeps on
operating until observed and resolved by the users of the
infected hosts. Figure 2 presents the architectural difference
between the operational behavior of Web-based botnet and
social botnet. Though the creation and operation of socialbots
are easy, their characterization and detection are difficult. In the
absence of online-offline identity binding, easy profile creation
process, and lack of effective control mechanisms, OSNs are at

III. IMPACT ANALYSIS THROUGH A SOCIALBOTS INJECTION
EXPERIMENT
To do an empirical analysis of socialbots impact on
infiltration, we performed a socialbots injection experiment on
Twitter. A detailed description of the experiment and
underlying observations is presented in one of our previous
works [7]. In the experiment, 98 socialbots associated with topsix Twitter using countries were manually created within two
months. The number of socialbots assigned to each country was
proportional to its user-base. We operated the socialbots
network for four weeks and logged all the activities for analysis.
Socialbots were programmed to perform connection formation,
tweet posting, retweeting, and tweet liking. However,
socialbots were not programmed to generate content due to fear
of detection and reporting from normal users [8]. We performed
a comprehensive analysis of the logged data and perceived very
interesting observations, which are reported in the following
paragraphs.
 During the four weeks of operation, socialbots were
successful in infiltrating a significant number of users
with an infiltration rate of 29 users per socialbot.
 In a significant observation, we found that verified users,
including prominent actors and songwriters, are also at

risk of being trapped4 by the socialbots. Among the
trapped verified users, one has approximately 1.72
million followers, which is a very significant number on
Twitter.




(a) Web botnet

geographies and having exposing profiles were more
infiltrative, as shown in figure 4.
Among various socialbot activities, we found
“following” as the most affluent activity in terms of
alluring and duping users to follow socialbots.
To observe the malicious and botnet behavior among the
trapped users, we performed an individual- and grouplevel analysis of the trapped users. On analysis, we
found a significant number of suspicious users that were
later suspended by Twitter. We also tracked a set of
trapped profiles, operating in a coordinated manner and
following a single socialbot. All these profiles were
posting similar tweets; although their content were not
malicious. Moreover, these profiles were created at
nearly the same point in time and later suspended by
Twitter.

(b) Social botnet
Fig. 2. An architectural difference between web botnet and social botnet.
Fig. 4. Gender-wise cumulative distribution of the socialbots’ followers
count.

Fig. 3. Country-specific socialbots’ average followers.
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We also found that the infiltration performance of
socialbots depends on their regional association, as
shown in figure 3 because users of certain geographies
are more unconscious while accepting friend requests
from unknown users.
Profile gender showed a conditional impact on
infiltration because socialbots associated to certain

A trapped user is one who followed our injected socialbots

Fig. 5. Top-10 topics discussed by the socialbot followers.



We also performed topical analysis of trapped users
content to have a glimpse of their topical inclination.

Figure 5 shows top-10 topics and depicts that the most
relevant and discussed topics, such as finance, computer
accessories, and shopping are advertising- related topics.
They also discussed important topics like education and
society, but relatively less frequently.
IV. THREAT DIMENSIONS
In the early stage of research, socialbots were developed and
deployed in OSNs to observe their infiltration potential and
impact analyses. As an open-source initiative, Coburn and
Marra [9] conducted a socialbots injection experiment on
Twitter under the Realboy project. In the project, socialbots
imitated the sense-think-act5 model of physical robots to
observe the information propagation behavior of social robots
(socialbots) and underlying impact on the social graph. This
was an early study, and since then researchers are repeatedly
reporting misuse cases in different contexts of the OSNs [1, 2,
3]. Mitter et al. [10] presented a generic framework to
categorize socialbot attacks based on five parameters – target,
account type, vulnerability, attack method, and result.
However, authors have not categorized socialbots based on
their intention and functionality. In this study, we have
identified different threat dimensions where socialbots abuse
OSN platforms for deceptive activities.
A. Socialbots as Political Tools
OSNs are modern discussion platforms and open in nature
where people debate government policies, daily life events,
social issues, and so on. In this era, users purchasing behavior,
political inclination, etc. are influenced by social media events
and discussion [11, 12]. The business organizations and
political parties are using social media platforms for targeted
advertisements, to log and resolve customer grievances, to
observe users’ opinion regarding policies and products, and so
on. The huge user-base, open nature, and easy to use
functionalities of OSNs have also attracted adversaries.
Socialbots handler exploit the open nature of OSNs at the top
of social engineering to carry out smear campaigns against the
political rivals [13, 14]. The first misuse of socialbots as a
political tool was reported in the 2010 U.S. mid-term election
[15]. Since OSNs are generally used to express views regarding
current incidents, political scenarios, and daily life events,
maligning the discourse will hamper the ultimate objectives and
growth of the underlying OSN platforms. Political parties
around the world are using socialbots to distort public opinion
and create artificially manufactured campaigns [14]. Dickerson
et al. [13] also reported the use of socialbots in the 2014 Indian
general election and presented a sentiment and linguistic
features-based technique for socialbots detection. The existing
studies report the use of these computational agents in most of
the larger democracies. The problem is not just the use of
socialbots but their impact on results. Moreover, government
authorities inject socialbots to bias the public opinion for pro5
A robotic paradigm which describes the three primitives of a robot.
“Sense” represents data gathering (e.g., motion detection) process of robots;
“think” represents information processing power; and finally “act” represents
the decision making ability.

regime discussions [1]. Socialbot as a political tool is used for
astroturfing, fame fostering, opinion manipulation, etc., as
given in Figure 6.
B. Socialbots as Fake News Distributors
The fake news problem is not new and dates back to the
printing press era [16]. In traditional news media, scope and
repercussions of fake news are limited, and its after-effect can
be controlled and sometimes revoked. Traditional news media
does not have the magnitude of user-base and real-time
proliferation power like OSNs which has provided an
unprecedented opportunity to anti-social elements to misuse
these platforms for rumor and fake news propagation. The
malicious users exploit socialbots for fake news and
misinformation diffusion to pollute the social media discourse.
Social media are modern news and information sharing
platform, therefore, ensuring the credibility and authenticity of
its content is vital to ensure the confidence of all stakeholders.
Recently, the world economic forum6 has expressed concern
over the use of automatic agents in fake news and
misinformation diffusion. A study reports that during the 2016
U.S. presidential election, socialbots distorted the political
discourse and massively diffused fake reports and false
information [2]. Studies also report the involvement of
socialbots in fake news propagation in the form of
misinformation, disinformation, and hoaxes [4]. The socialbots
network along with humans can be misused to spread
unsubstantiated information and make it influential. Apart from
socialbots, humans are also responsible for spreading fake news
[17].
C. Socialbots as Spammers
Spams even existed during the ARPANET period. However,
as technologies evolved, spammers also evolved to abuse them.
On the Web, spammers exploited bot technology to automate
and carry out illegitimate activities, such as phishing, hacking,
and identity theft. Similarly, spammers are also targeting OSNs
using various forms of fake profiles. They also automated the
spamming process using automated handling of these profiles.
Spamming campaigns on OSNs are now generally operated
using bots due to the easy accessibility of the OSN application
program interface (API), real-time proliferation, and large userbase [18]. Initially, spambots were conducting spam campaigns
on the Web for content pollution, advertising, and so on.
However, with the inception of OSN, a new breed of spammers,
called social spambot, came into existence with more deceptive
nature and consequences [19]. Social spambots, a variant of
socialbot, are created to perform stealthy spamming activities
like spear phishing, identity theft, information harvesting, and
account hacking [4, 20]. These are defining new dimensions of
spamming in terms of deception and sophistication level. In a
seminal work, Cresci et al. [19] analyzed the behavioral
difference among the normal users, conventional spambots, and
social spambots. On analysis, they found that human annotators
can easily differentiate between conventional spambots and real
6
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/02/how-can-we-defeat-fake-newsautomate-the-right-to-reply/

users, but failed to differentiate social spambots and real users.
It is because social spambots imitate human users to build a
reputation in the network and then exploit it to carry out stealthy
spamming activities. As a result, it is difficult to distinguish
social spambots from real users. Researchers are devising novel
techniques for social spambot detection [21, 22]. However, as
approaches become mature and advance, spammers use more
sophisticated mechanisms like triad closure property, humanimitating profiles, and modern natural language generation
methods to evade detection, and thereby resulting in a “cat and
mouse game”. At the individual level, social spambots imitate
the behavior of normal users and perform illicit activities, but
not as frequently as conventional spambots. Hence, node-level
socialbot detection is a challenging problem, and we need
approaches to detect social spambots that operate in a
coordinated manner [21, 23].

that are abused by socialbots at various stages of the injection
and operation process. In an incident, LinkedIn filed a case
against unknown handles of a social botnet9, who were
scrapping users’ personal information and violating the terms
and use conditions of the service.
Apart from the four major misuse cases discussed above,
socialbots are also misused by adversaries for other malicious
activities, such as trolling and bullying. Socialbots are used to
dupe OSN users to steal sensitive information, such as
username, password, credit card detail, and so on. Shafahi et al.
[20] performed a socialbots injection experiment to observe the
social engineering power of socialbots for phishing. In the
experiment, socialbots were successful in duping a significant
number of users from different geographies without being
detected until the end of the experiment.

D. Socialbots as Infiltrators and Influence Manipulators
In OSN, users’ influence is determined based on the size of
their social network and the impact of their content in terms of
reach and diffusion on the network. Influence clinching in OSN
is not trivial because users generally follow or send friend
requests to known users, celebrities, and politicians. In other
words, users’ influence depends on their infiltration ability
because it expands their social space. Section 3 illustrates
through an injection experiment on Twitter that socialbots can
easily infiltrate an OSN to expand their social network. Existing
literature has various studies showing the influence
manipulation ability of socialbots. Aiello et al. [24] injected a
socialbot on aNobii, a popular OSN of book lovers in Spain,
and observed that the injected socialbot, without trust and
reputation, reached among one of the most influential users of
the network. On analysis, authors found that simply browsing
user profiles by socialbot did the job as aNobii sends a
notification about the browsing activity on user profiles. In
response, notified users generally examine the profile of the
browsing users, raising the chance of connection creation. On
analysis, the Klout score7 of the injected socialbot was higher
than many celebrities. The Klout score of a user represents
online social influence based on his/her activities in nine
different OSNs – Bing, Facebook, Foursquare, Google+,
Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and Wikipedia.
Elyashar et al. [25] performed a socialbots injection experiment
on Facebook and found that even technologically aware users
are not conscious enough while accepting friend requests from
unknown users. Socialbots exploited the triad closure8 to inflate
the connection formation probability with the target users. In a
seminal work, Boshmaf et al. [26] observed that Facebook
network can be infiltrated with a success rate of 80%. They also
reported that based on privacy settings, users’ personal
information can easily be harvested after infiltration. Further,
they reported various OSN vulnerabilities and enabling factors

V. DEFENSE CHALLENGES AGAINST SOCIALBOTS AND THEIR

7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Klout
A social network concept to model and understand network evolution and
community growth.
9
https://yro.slashdot.org/story/16/08/16/134239/linkedin-sues-100individuals-for-scraping-user-data-from-the-site
8

EVOLUTION

Socialbots are sophisticated, modern, and advance threat
entities in OSN. Researchers from different disciplines are
working for the development of various approaches to tackle
this cyber-menace. In the initial phase of injection, socialbots
build trust10 in the network and then exploit it to carry out illicit
activities. This process makes their detection difficult. Existing
approaches for socialbots detection can be grouped into five
categories, namely machine learning, graph-based, behaviorbased, crowd-sourcing-based, and hybrid approaches.
Moreover, existing detection techniques are not adaptive, and
deceptive socialbots can easily evade them. The prevention and
detection of socialbots are also challenging due to several
enabling and operational factors, such as inherent
vulnerabilities of OSNs, development of automation
technologies, existence of bogus, fake, and unconscious users,
and dynamic nature and behavioral resemblance of socialbots
with benign users [26].
A. Platform and Technology-Based Challenges
The first level of challenge while enforcing defense against
malicious socialbots is due to the inherent vulnerabilities of the
OSN platforms and the development of advanced artificial
intelligence technologies. Boshmaf et al. [27] broadly
recognized three categories of inherent vulnerabilities – web
automation, identity binding, and usable security. Socialbots
exploit technological developments and abuse exposed
functions by OSN platforms to automate all the activities
starting from account creation to executing various OSN
functions. The exploitation of web automation is an arms race
between the service provider and socialbots which does not
seem to end soon. A strict measure at this level will hamper the
legitimate use of exposed functions such as the use of APIs by
legitimate third-party applications. Identity binding has the
10

We define trust of a user in an OSN, based on other users’ response to the
connection requests of the user. For Twitter, it can be defined as the ratio of
the ‘followers count’ to the ‘followings count’.

potential to prevent the admission of socialbots exposing their
identity at the time of account creation. It requires governmentauthorized policy and regulation to ensure online identity like
social security number of every individual, which must have
acceptability and trust among common users. However, such
mechanisms generally have certain privacy concerns.
Moreover, OSN platforms should provide control to users to
decide their level of security and privacy. The users should also
be informed regarding the repercussions of every provided
flexibility. In addition to the vulnerabilities listed by Boshmaf
et al. [27], the fourth and most important challenge is the fierce
competition among OSNs for user-base because the monetary
value of an OSN is determined based on the size of its active
user-base. As a result, due to fear of loss of user-base, most of
the platforms do not have stringent account registration
mechanism or service usage policy. It makes the admission and
abuse of OSN services easy for adversaries through bots and
fake profiles.
B. User-Based Challenges
In OSNs, the trust and influence of users are based on their
followers/friends count in the network [28]. Once a socialbot
gets injected into a social network, it starts building reputation
in the network through infiltration and connection formation
with other users. In the process, they are facilitated by users
who accept their connection requests either knowingly or
unknowingly. The challenge at this level is to prevent socialbots
from reputation building in the network. In this direction, three
challenges are – (i) accounts trading, (ii) users’ awareness, and
(iii) interest exploitation avoidance. In OSN, socialbots gain
friends either purchasing them from third-party vendors or
establishing connections with random users, or creating fake
profiles and befriending with them. Among the three means of
connection creation, purchasing friends is the most effective
and feasible solution due to the availability of economical black
market vendors. In contrast, connecting with random users is
not trivial, whereas creating fake profiles and connecting with
them is not feasible in terms of reputation and scale. Therefore,
tracking and controlling the black market of followers trading
is vital to fight against socialbots. Although, large-scale trading
of followers/friends is illegal in OSN and researchers are
devising methods to fight against it, this is still happening.
Socialbots also exploit human inclination and hunger to
increase followers/friends, and choosing users having higher
friendship acceptance rate as the target. In OSN, some users
accept most of the friend requests and do not show any
consciousness while accepting friend requests from unknown
users. In addition, there are users who are more interested in
number of followers/friends rather than their authenticity. Such
unconscious and follower-hungry users are potential facilitator
and followers of the malicious socialbots. Therefore, creating
awareness among OSN users and the development of friendship
assistance mechanisms, showing the trust and reputation levels
of the senders, to assist users in friend selection and request
acceptance process is important. Though socialbots can create
connections, they can hardly deceive genuine users who are the

real asset of the network. In case of benign and conscious users,
socialbots use social engineering tactics like exploitation of
common profile attributes (e.g. interest, place, education) and
triad closure property to deceive them. In the infiltration
process, socialbots target attribute or structurally coherent users
raising the probability of acceptance of the friendship requests.

Fig. 6. Different types of socialbots misuse and related threats.

C. Detection Challenges
To tackle the socialbot problem, researchers from academia
and industry have proposed various approaches and still
working on it. We group the existing approaches into five
categories, namely machine learning, graph-based, behaviorbased, crowd-sourcing-based, and hybrid approaches. In machine learning approaches, classification models using a set of
predefined features are trained to predict the label of a new user
[22]. As new features are devised and classification models are
updated, socialbots change their behavior to bypass the
detection systems, making the detection a challenging problem.
Machine learning approaches use hand- crafted features which
is a manual and time-consuming task. As a result, it
incorporates human biases and deficiencies. Moreover, the
efficacy of a machine learning-based classification system
depends on the set of defined features. Therefore, if they are of
low quality, the performance of the respective trained
classification system will be automatically low. Graph-based
approaches partition a social graph into multiple sub-graphs
representing sybil and non-sybil regions [29]. Socialbots
deceive this line of techniques by creating attack edges with
benign users. Further, graph-based approaches do not guarantee
the detection of individual socialbot. Researchers have also
modeled the operational and behavioral patterns of users to
discriminate between malicious and benign users [21, 30].
These approaches model synchronization among user activities
to detect suspicious behavior. Presently, these approaches
appear most effective in comparison to other categories of
approaches. In a crowd-sourcing approach, expert annotators
are hired to label an account as a socialbot or benign based on
its profile and activity information. However, it is neither
economically nor technically feasible for OSNs having millions

of users [5]. Researchers have also proposed hybrid approaches
for socialbots detection.
VI. CURRENT DIRECTION OF SOCIALBOT RESEARCH AND ITS
ROLE IN COVID-19
The focal point of earlier socialbot research was the impact
and infiltration analysis [7, 24, 25], and development of
detection systems [21, 22, 30]. Recently, researchers have
started exploring the role of socialbots in the context of various
threat dimensions, such as political tools [31, 32], fake news
and rumor spreaders [4, 33], trolls [12, 34], as depicted in
Figure 6. Recently, bots are also misused in diffusing public
health infodemic and amplifying vaccination debates [35, 36,
37]. In the global coronavirus (COVID-19) crisis, most of the
countries around the world are under lockdown to contain the
spread of the virus. As a result, people are staying at home and
spending more time on social media platforms. Researchers are
conducting studies to observe insights from user-generated
OSN content in the context of COVID-19. In such a study,
Ferrara [38] analyzed the role of socialbots and found their use
in both good and malicious purposes. The author observed the
use of socialbots to foster democratic discussions, which may
otherwise be censored. On the other hand, the author also found
the use of socialbots in promoting divisive political campaigns
and conspiracy theories. However, a comprehensive analysis
regarding the role of bots in diffusing different types of
weaponized information like artificial political campaigns,
health infodemic, xenophobic behavior, rumor, and fake news
in the contexts of COVID-19 is not studied yet. These are good
directions for research to investigate the contextual role of the
socialbots.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the discussions and analysis presented in this
article, we can conclude that the socialbot problem is still
evolving and targeting newer areas. Existing literature also
lacks in terms of efficient techniques for prevention and
detection of the sophisticated version of socialbots like political
bots, influence bots, and spambots. In this paper, we have
presented a study of socialbots from four different perspectives
– their differentiating characteristics with the web bots,
infiltration ability on Twitter, different threat-dimensions, and
various categories of defense challenges. We have also
presented a comprehensive discussion regarding the role of
socialbots in the contexts of various OSN threats. Finally, we
have presented a brief overview of the current trends in
socialbots research and their role in the context of COVID-19
pandemic. This article could be very enlightening and
informative for a comprehensive understanding of socialbots
and related research challenges.
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